We have. augmented the code POSINST to include solenoid fields, and used it to simulate the build up of electron cloud due to electron multipacting in the PEP-I1 positron ring. We find that the distribution of electrons is strongly affected by the resonances associated with the cyclotron period and bunch spacing. In addition, we discover a threshold beyond which the electron density grows exponentially until it reaches the space charge limit. The threshold does not depend on the bunch spacing but does depend on the positron hunch population.
INTRODUCTION
0.5 action, this observation implies that& cannot he too small rb(cm) beam pipe radius 4.5 otherwise the vertical blow-up degrades the luminosity. As a result, both B-factones are currently operated Sa % 2m, which is lamer than its desien value. pipe in the straight sections where not many primary electrons should secondary emission from the be generated because of lack of synchrotron radiation. In the simulation, we generate a large number of electrons
ELECTRON MOTION
--only at the first bunch passage and let electron cloud develops by the secondary emission process until a saturation densit" is reached,
Our work starts with implementing longitudinal solenoid field io the-code POSINST [4] . For simplicity, we as- the average density grows extremely fast along the train hut saturates quickly near twice the neutralization density pe = N,/ffr,'Sb due to the balance between the space charge and secondary yield. As the solenoid field increases, both the growth rate and the saturation level decrease. At B , = 15G, we see a very gradual growth of the density along the train of M)o hunches. Assuming that the cloud density is proportional to the vertical beam blow-up, this simulation may he used to explain the obseNation of the very slow blow-up along the train after the initial installation of the solenoids at KEKB [I] . As B, reaches 2%. the average electron density does not grow and is kept below 5% of ,ne.
That is near the density at which the head-tail instability occurs in the LER [SI. .Fortunately, the density near the beam drops even more since the solenoid field restraints the electrons near the wall. 
CYCLOTRONRESONANCE
As B, increases further, we find at 40G that the saturation density along the hunch train actually become larger than the density without solenoid as shown in Fig. 2 . However, with a close inspection of the distribution, we ohserved that nearly all electrons are confined in the vicinity of the wall. It is clearly seen from the figure that this phenomenon appears as a resonance.
Indeed, the result can he explained by a resonance associated with the cyclotron frequency w and the hunch spacing Sb. Given the low-energy nature of the secondary electrons (100 eV), the radius of cyclotron motions is much 
THRESHOLD OF MULTIPACTING
A threshold of multipacting was observed[2] between 700mA to 900mA with 692 hunches spaced 4-RF huckets at PEP-II. The measurement was carried out without or with the solenoid field of 3OG. To understand the threshold mechanism, we nm simulations with the similar parameters as in the experiments.
The results of +e s@laafion ?re shown in Fig 3. It is clearly seen from the figure that there exists a thieshold beyond which the density of the electron cloud grows until it reaches the saturation. The threshold is independent of the hunch spacing S b if one retains SbB, as a constant. Above threshold, the saturated density is proportional to the line density of the beam N P / & indicating it is limited by the space charge. Since the peak beam current at PEP-11 is alreadyoperated well above the thresholdhe simulation predicts that a two-fold increase of the electrons when the hunch spacing is shorten from 4 5 '~~ to ZSRF even if the solenoid field is doubled.
The threshold in the simulation is about 6.5 x 10" compared with (4.6 -6.0) x 10" in the observation. Without solenoid, however, the simulation disagrees with the observation because the absence of the nearby threshold in the where EO = ,mc2. In this simulation, we have Ea=1 E 30 eV. Using Eq. (7), we obtain Nih N 8.8 x lOlo compared with 6.5 x 10' O found in the simulation. Besides reducing the secondary yield, enlarging the radius of beam pipe may be more effective way to increase the threshold as indicated in Eq. (7).
MULTI-BUNCH INSTABILITY
As the solenoid field increases, the electrons are gradually confined within the vicinity of the wall. However, under the condition of cyclotron resonance, there exist even more electrons than without solenoid. It was not clear if these electrons could cause any instability since they areso far away from the beam 
DISCUSSION
Based on the simulation, we find that the cyclotron motion of electrons plays important role in generating and accumulating secondary electrons. When the resonance condition is satisfied, we see huge amount electrons near the wall. Although they are far away from the positron beam, they still create the long-range wake strong enough to cause multi-hunch instability.
In addition, if the solenoid field is strong enough B , > E;, we find that there exists a threshold for multipacting under which there is no accumulated electrons. This discovery may pmvide us a method to completely eliminate the electron cloud with larger enough beam pipe and lower enough secondary yield.
